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For a start of ecological reconstruction of Ukrainia  
right now and spend the winter 

 
The purpose of this note is to provide an answer to one of the most critical situations experienced 
in winter by ukrainians which housing has been devastated: in this case, shelter in temporary 
accommodation well insulated, with components that can be reused when the time comes in 
permanent housing. 
 
The raw material and technical solution 
 
Built from recycled cardboard, apparently fragile, in reality robust, which has passed all the tests 
in France and meets the necessary standards: bearing capacity, humidity, fire resistance, thermal 
insulation in particular. 
 
Pro Healthy product, light, easy to handle and transport, removable and reusable, the product 
allows the construction of an alveole of 10 to 20 m2 (without equipment or furniture to built more 
and more quickly), manufactured in factories and whose assembly requires only one single day 
on site. The components are reusable when the time comes to build individual or collective 
housing but also (as soon as possible) schools or hospitals. 
https://www.batipac.pro/#portfolio 
 
The current production that targets people in reintegration is lowtech. 
The company that makes this solution is called Batipac; the one who makes the cells, My cell. 
Batipac has two IPAC production lines in France. Common panels are 5 to 25cm thick 
 https://www.batipac.pro/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Tableau-Gamme-ipac-2022.pdf . 
   
The proposed response  
 
It consists in financing and constructing as many alveoli as possible, ensuring the minimum: 
shelter from the elements, relatively warm, costly to destroy with missiles, because overpriced 
compared to the target. 
The alveole is supposed to have no special equipment for the majority of them to build as many as 
possible on a given budget, equipped (kitchen, sink, shower, wc) in a second time. And some, 
equipped, shared. This simplification also saves time and the relay of industrialists throughout Europe. 
A priori the construction of alveoli in France, (possibly in Germany or Poland for example but in a 
second time) and the transport ready to install on metal jack is the safest solution. 

 
Its implementation requires:  
 

- For the financing, a mobilization of europeans, Europe and Member States, which is done if 
we understood correctly since this Tuesday, December 13.  
But also citizens, the latter by a crowfunding organized by Ukrania in a new part of United 24 : 
Up to the européans to communicate. the war on civilians triggers a political but also a civil 
response for civilian. 

- For the manufacture of IPAC production machines, the mobilization of manufacturers, via 
Batipac and Europe. 

- For assembly, the ability to mobilize the wood industry and suppliers of complementary 
materials. The industrial process works. 

- For training in additional production, that of apprentice training centers and agile educational 
establishments likely to set up MOOCs and therefore the mobilization of the regions, via an 
express European call, relayed by the States. 



- For manufacturing, the creation of workshops on or near railway stations and the mobilization 
of people in reintegration, unemployed and retirees who wish it. Through intercommunalities 
and associations. 

- For transport the mobilization of European and Ukrainian railways. Via the States. 
 

It is this possibility of moving from the alveole to housing that can make it possible to spend the 
winter in better conditions while creating the beginnings of ecological reconstruction of housing, 
bearing hope for Ukrainians, exemplary for Europeans and those who want to be. 

 
A first calendar 
 
As soon as possible and after an initial discussion with the President of Batipac, the target schedule 
could be as following : 

- From the decision to finance the first alveoles, provision of part of the production of the Batipac 
plant in the following week. A first equipped cell is available at the Saint Nazaire plant and 
can be sent before Christmas, at a place choosed by ukranian government ; 8 Daily alveoli 
can leave the factory by passing to 2*8.  

- Start of production from additional sites: one month after the financing decision 
- First additional deliveries on site: 5th week after decision. 

 
It goes without saying that this is an emergency schedule that requires mobilization and immediate 
responses from decision makers. 
 
Scale the project to the challenges 
 
These first figures show that the decentralization of the creation of additional factories seems essential 
to shelter several hundred thousand families. And ensure in a second time much better conditions, 
next winter.  
 
This decentralization can be based on DS Smith, the European leader in corrugated board, partner 
and exclusive supplier of Batipac. Located all over Europe, it allows to have the necessary and 
sufficient quantity raw material in for a project of this scope. 
 
To give an idea, at best from mid-January to the end of February, an additional site working in 2*8 
would come out 8*45= 360 alveoli. To protect a million Ukrainians, the most affected, the objective 
would be to create at least a thousand sites in Europe, about 50 on average per country. Which is 
impossible in this time frame. 
 
Hence also in the face of this emergency, the complementary hypothesis is to send, via the local 
authorities a room kit for 2-3 people or even plates, with instructions for use, up to the beneficiaries 
to organise the sites as best as possible according to local needs and resources. 
 
One does not prevent the other. Panels, kits, alveoli, depending on mobilization and capacities for 
this winter. 
 
The time available between now and winter 2023-2024 will make it possible to manufacture 320 000 
alveoli in 7 months (april to october) by 200 factories, about ten per European country on average (or 
one per 2 million Europeans), to house an additional million Ukrainians in alveoli. 
 
A challenge, to be met. 
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